Symbols
- (hyphen), file tokens, 665
_ (underscore), file tokens, 665
` (backtick), list command, 243
; (semicolon), MEL, 243
* (asterisk), Outliner search feature, 16–17

A
Accuracy
   FG, 502
      Render Settings, 488–489
Active, Channel Box, 775
Acute Tetrahedra, Mesh Method, 711
Add Attribute, 381
Add Dynamic Attributes, 788
Add Key, keyframes, 274
Add New Render Pass, 648
Add Selected Objects, 299, 629
addAttr, 910
Additive, Layer Mode, 300, 301
Advanced, Blend Shape, 328
Advanced Tessellation, 154–155
After Effects, 92, 644, 667
Aim, 59, 70–71
aim constraints, 246–249
Aim X, 74
Aim Y, 74
Aim Z, 74
Air Density, 688, 754, 756
Air Push Distance, 720
Air Tightness, 763
Algorithm Control, SS shader, 618
Along Normal, Tube Direction, 434
Along Path, Tube Direction, 434
alpha depth, 666
Alpha Gain, 66–68
   Connection Editor, 69
transparency, 105

Alpha Is Luminance, 610
Alpha Offset, 66
   Connection Editor, 69
eexpressions, 68–70
Alter, Joe, 826
Ambient Occlusion (AO)
   Features, 653
   IMF display, 653
   Indirect Lighting tab, 651
   MIA, 563
   Pass list, 650
   passes, 649–655
      bump / displacement textures, 654–655
      mental ray, 649
   Rays, 651
   realism, 550
   reflections, 550
   Scene Passes, 650, 652
   Secondary Effects, 653
   shadows, 471, 483, 649
texture, Out Color, 639
   Use Local Settings, 651, 652
Amplitude, Connection Editor, 69
angle of view, 60
animatics, 52
Animation
   Constrain, 220
deformers, 151, 185
Display, 364
Grid Snapping, 242
Joint Size, 364
Motion Paths, 292
Skeleton, 250
animation, 239–308, 944–945
   Auto Keyframe, 258–259
cameras, 52–76, 633
clusters, 340–347
constraints, 239–249, 295–298
curves, 263–272
ANNIMATION EDITORS • ARTISAN BRUSH

editing, 268–272
Insert Keys, 273
deformers, 309–357, 945–946
driven keys, 283–288
dynamic curves, 826–833
expressions, 288–292, 945
facial expressions, 309–328, 945
FCheck, 281–283
frame rate, 257
ghosting, 268
Graph Editor, 262–281
jiggle, 946
joints, 239–249
IK, 362
keyframes, 256–262, 944
lattices, 334–340
layers, 298–307, 945
driven keys, 302
hierarchy, 303–304
merging, 305–307
Rotate, 305
Scale, 305
logos, 460–461
Motion Blur, 83–89
motion paths, 292–294, 945
nonlinear deformers, 347–351
nParticle expressions, 788–796
Playback Speed, 258
playblasts, 281–283, 944
rigging, 239
rotation, 303
speed, 52
strokes, 449–453, 948
UV texture coordinates, 597

Animation Editors
Blend Shape, 318
Graph Editor, 262, 294

Animation Layer, Add Selected Objects, 299
anisotropic specular reflection, 540
anisotropy, 533

anti-aliasing, 676–679
Anti-Aliasing Contrast, 677, 678
Anti-Aliasing Quality, Render Settings, 676–677
AO. See Ambient Occlusion
AOShadow
blend modes, 639
Hypershade, 637
Multiply, 638
Render Layer Editor, 637, 638
studioLight, 638
Append, polygons, 227–228
Approximation Editor, 676
Create, 609
displacement maps, 607
mental ray, 607
Rendering Editor, 609
Subdivisions, 609
approximation nodes, 675–676
area lights, mental ray, 515–518, 950
armored tail, joint chain, 827
Artisan Brush, 739
Flood, 225
follicles, 847
fur, 804, 805, 814
hair, 837
lips, 315
mouth, 315
Opacity, 225
polygons, 222–226, 943
Profile, 225
Radius (L), 224
Radius (U), 224
Reference Vector, 225
Reflection, 225
Sculpt Geometry, 224
Sculpt Parameters, 225
smile, 315
Stickiness, 764
2D fluid containers, 870
aspect ratio, 64
Asset Editor, 40–41, 70
  Black Box, 41
  swivelCam, 74
Assets
  Create Assets With Transform, 39
  Delete By Type, 39
  Set Current Assets, 39
assets
  attributes, 939
  deleting, 39
  Hypershade, 39
  nodes, 34–41
  Outliner, 39
  Preview Contents, 37
  Shake, 70
Assign Fill Shader, 464
Assign Material To Selection, Hypershade, 25, 634
Associated Pass Contribution Map, 657, 659
Associated Passes, 645, 652
  clapboard icon, 646
  Depth pass, 646
  Reflection, 657
  render passes, 653
astroturf.mel, 424
At Selection, Location, 141
Attach Brush To Curves, Curve Utilities, 207
Attach Method to Blend, 196
Attach objects, Muscle Builder, 405
Attach To Motion Path, 71, 292–293
attenuation, Max Distance, 742–744
Attenuation, Turbulence, 744
Attraction Scale, 833
Attribute Editor
  Behavior, 450
  Bevel Plus, 197–198
  brushes, 430
  Bump Depth, 560
  cameras, 54, 58–61, 71
  cellLeftClothShape, 754
  Center, 106–107
  Channel Box, 18
  clipping planes, 62
  Controls, 71
  Display Options, 56
  DOF, 76, 78
  Drawing Overrides, 253
  Emission Attributes, 783
  expressions, 22
  ffdLattice, 187
  First Term, 382
  Go To Input, 23
  Go To Output Connections, 23
  Growth, 436
  Hold-Out, 659–660
  Hypershade, 465, 539, 819
  IK Handle, 250
  image planes, 105
  Instancer, 790
  lattices, 336
  Load Attributes, 23, 792
  mental ray, 479
  mia_physicalsky, 632
  mib_amb_occulsion, 638
  nCloth, 754
  nodes, 21–23
  nParticle, 689, 769
  Object Display, 253
  Ocean shader, 900
  Offset, 348
  Out Color, 638
  particleDebris node, 783, 785
  pCube, 21–22
  Physical Sun and Sky, 514
  Placement Extras, 106
  Pressure Mappings, 449
  publishing attributes, 40
  Reflection, 647
  Reflection Blur, 535
Relative, 342
Render Stats, 637
Second Term, 382
shaderGlow1, 504
Shading, 456
shadowShader, 638
Soft Modification, 189
squash deformer, 349
strokeAstroturf1, 426
studioCam, 632
Subdivisions Width, 22
sunDirection, 512
swivelCam, 71
tesselation, 154
Tube Shading, 456
Upgrade Shader, 643
wideNarrow, 324
Attribute Map Width and Height, Paint
 attributes
 Attributes
 DAG Objects Only, 15
 Display, 15
 attributes
 assets, 939
 Connection Editor, 8–9, 382
 MEL, 915–919
 publishing, 39–40
 rigging, 381–383
 Auto Exposure, 458
 FG, 504
 Glow, 887
 Auto Keyframe
 animation, 258–259
 hair, 831
 incoming tangent, 275
 outgoing tangent, 275
 Translate, 263
 Auto Render Clip Plane, 62
 Auto Simplify Curve, 384
 Autodesk
 Composite, 667
 Mudbox, 231
 Automatic Mapping, 594
 axes
 Graph Editor, 263
 lattices, 336
 azimuth, Tube Direction, 435
 B
 B Unit Conversions, Physical Sun and Sky, 514
 Back Scatter Color, 619
 Back Shadow, 455
 Bake Attribute, Baldness, 816
 Bake Sets, Hypershade Work Area, 24
 Bake Simulation, 778
 Baldness
 Bake Attribute, 816
 fur description node, 804–811
 map file, 806–811
 Baldness Map, 842
 Balls-style, nParticle, 767
 Base Color, fur, 819
 Base Curl, 811
 base mesh, 310
 extrude, 329
 full strength, 312
 Base Opacity, fur, 822
 Base Resolution, 873
 base shaders, mental ray shaders, 544–551
 Base Width, 822
 fur, 822
 BaseAnimation, keyframes, 299
 Batch Render, 667–668
 batch renders, 51, 57, 725, 953
 batch script, 673–674
 Behavior
 Attribute Editor, 450
 strokes, 445–448
behaviors, strokes, 948
Bend, 447–448
bend deformer, NURBS surfaces, 151–153
Bend Follow, 842
Bevel Edges
  Boolean operations, 219
  polygons, 200–205
  realism, 200
Bevel, Edit Mesh, 202, 203
Bevel Inside Curves, 198
bevels, mia_roundcorners, 560–561
Bevel Plus
  Attribute Editor, 197–198
  extrude, 197
  history, 200
  polygons, 194–200
  Surfaces, 197
Bezier curves, 98
Bias slider, 478
billboards, 442
Binary Space Partition (BSP), 680–683
bind method, joints, 391
bind pose, 390
binding. See skinning
Black Box, Asset Editor, 41
Blend Bias, 448
blend modes
  AOSShadow, 639
  render layers, 636–641
Blend Shape, 946
  Advanced, 328
  Animation Editors, 318
  Curve Tool, 323
defformers, 314, 328
driven keys, 323
targets, 321–322
vertices, 333
eyelids, 310
facial expressions, 309–328
Grid Snapping, 323
Inputs, 328
joints, 328
keyframes, 65
sliders, 318
driven keys, 325–327
targets, 53, 332–333
Move, 314
muscles, 313
point order, 310
vertices, 310
Translate X, 325, 327
Blinn, Hypershade, 24
blood cells, nParticle, 736
blur. See also Motion Blur
  brushes, 431
  Physical Sun and Sky, 514
  reflection, 533–535
  Reflection Blur, 535, 951
  refraction, 535
  Refraction Blur, 951
BodyPaint
  fur, 810
  UV texture maps, 575
bone
  Duplicate Special, 780
  Muscle, 403
  wireframes, 240
Bookmark, 54
bookmarks, cameras, 55
Boolean operations
  Bevel Edges, 219
  polygons, 216–221
Boolean Union, 217
Border Lines, 467
Bounce, 957
collisions, 700
nCloth, 863
bowties, 228
Box filter, 680
Braids, 851
Break Tangents, Keys, 271, 273
breakdowns, keyframes, 276–278
Bridge, polygons, 230–231
bright and dark colors, Rays, 651
broken-joints, skeleton, 391
brokenWiggle, 468
brushes. See also Artisan Brush; ZBrush
  Attribute Editor, 430
  blur, 431
default, 430
  Erase, 431
  Global Scale, 432
  Mesh, 431
  MultiStreak, 431
  Negative Softness, 432
nodes
  DAG Objects, 427
  Global Scale, 427
  shape nodes, 427
  Paint Effects, 427–432, 948
  Smear, 431
  Softness, 432
  ThinLine, 431
  Twist, 432
types, 430–432
Brush Start, Full View, 460
Brush Width, 432
BSP. See Binary Space Partition
Buffer Curve, Graph Editor, 278
bullet time effect, 688
Bump Depth, Attribute Editor, 560
bump maps, 599, 952
  baking, 603
displacement maps, 612–614
bump texture
  AO passes, 654–655
  rubber shader, 559–560
Buoyancy, 874–875
  Extra Attributes, 874, 901
  oceans, 874
buttons, shirt, 862–863

C
color swatch, 418
<camera>, 663, 664
cameras, 49–93, 940
  animation, 52–76, 633
  Attribute Editor, 54, 58–61, 71
  bookmarks, 55
  image size, 49–51
  NURBS, 71
  overrides, 633–634
  Physical Sun and Sky, 567
  renders, 666
  rigging, 70–76, 940
  Shake, 65–68
types, 70
  virtual filmmaking, 49–93
Camera And Aim, 59
Camera Attributes, 54
Camera Depth, Pass list, 645
camera.iff, 663
Cameras, Hypershade Work Area, 24
  -cam<name>, 671
capsules
  Muscle, 403–405
  visibility, 407
car paint materials, 951
  Diffuse Parameters, 553–554
  Flake Parameters, 554–555
  Materials, 552
  mental ray shaders, 551–557
  Reflection Parameters, 555–557
  Specular Parameters, 554
cast shadows, 454
  lighting, 471–482
Caustic and Global Illumination, 485, 488
Caustics, Global Illumination, 493–498
cellLeftCloth, 754, 757, 764
cellLeftClothShape, Attribute Editor, 754
Center, image planes, 106–107
Center Pivot, Modify, 144, 149
Center Shadow, 455
channels, 17
  colors, 20
keyframes, 19, 257
lock, 21
mute, 21
RGB, 650
Channel Box
  Active, 775
Add Attribute, 381
Attribute Editor, 18
bend deformer, 152
CVs, 112
Divisions, 184
Duplicate Values, 262
Expressions, 288, 339
extrude node, 129
Goal Weight, 767
INPUTS, 74
Inputs, 294
Keep Faces Together, 330
Key Selected, 20
keyframes, 17, 262
Layer Editor, 626
nodes, 17–21
NURBS, 108, 252
nurbsSphere, 18–19
polyCylProj, 580
polyExtrudeFace, 175, 179
polyMirror1, 589
polySmoothFacel, 770
right-clicking, 21
Rotate Z, 19, 152
SHAPES, 405, 445
Stickiness, 758
subCurve, 129
Translate, 241
Translate X, 19, 326
Translate Y, 290
visibility, 17, 18
checker, 816
  UV texture maps, 596
child, transform nodes, 12
Choose Graph Network, Hypershade
  Work Area, 27
chord length parameterization, 98
Clamped, Tangents, 269
clapboard icon, 628
  Associated Passes, 646
  Render Layer Editor, 640
Classic Linear, skinning method, 391
Clear, Paint Effects, 421
clipping planes, 62–63
Closest Volume, include method, 391
clothing, 856–863, 956–957
  nCloth, 856–857
  polygons, 856
Clump Curl, 843
Clump Flatness, 844
Clump Interpolation, 844
Clump Shape, 822
Clump Twist, 842
Clump Width Scale, 843, 844
Clumping Frequency, 822
Clumping, fur, 822
clusters
  animation, 340–347
  Component Editor, 344
  constraints, 345–346
  Control Vertex, 344
  CV, 343–345
  EP Curve Tool, 343
  Graph Editor, 341
  Grid Snapping, 343
  Move, 344
  Outliner, 345
  Paint Attributes tool, 342
  Paint Cluster Weights, 342
  Paint Effects, 346
  pivot points, 344
Cluster Curve, Edit Curves, 385
Collide Ground, 840
Collide Width Scale, 701
Collision
   nCloth, 757
   nParticle, 767
   Self Collide, 706
Collisions
   Bounce, 700
   fluids, 899
   follicles, 840
   Friction, 700
   hair, 837–841
   nParticle, 698–705
   NURBS, 899
   Stickiness, 700
Collision Event Editor, nCloth, 771
Collision Flag, 699, 708
Collision Layer, 702, 777
Collision Thickness, 698, 701
Color, 871
   Create Render Node, 27
   fluids, 897
   Physical Light shader, 520
Colors
   bleeding, Global Illumination, 492–493
   channels, 20
   fringing, 545
   fur, 819–820
   grid texture, 29
   nParticle, 717
   NURBS curves, 253
   Script Editor, 915
   texture maps, 819–820
   vertices, 315
Color Balance, 610
Cone, Physical Light shader, 520
coneShader, 30
Hypershade Work Area, 27
Connect Maps To Shader, Connect Output Maps, 604
Connect Output Maps, Connect Maps To Shader, 604
Connection Editor
Alpha Gain, 69
Alpha Offset, 69
Amplitude, 69
attributes, 8–9, 382
Facing Ratio, 504
nodes, 7–11
one-to-one relationship, 10
pressure, 764
connections view, Hypergraph, 3
conShader, grid texture, 28
Constrain
Animation, 220
Parent Options, 220, 252
Pole Vector, 380
Constrain Axes, Options, 242
constraints
aim, 246–249
animation, 239–249, 295–298
clusters, 345–346
hair, 851–854
collisions, 840–841
hair-to-hair, 853
MEL, 243–245
nCloth, 858–862
parenting, 242
point, 241–245
polygons, 220
Relative, 345
rubber bands, 853
shirt, 858–859
transform, 858–859
vertices, 859
construction history. See history containers
file references, 43
fluid, 869–878, 958
renders, 885–890
Outliner, 72
Container Nodes, Hypershade Work Area, 24
Continuity slider, Smooth Mesh Preview, 166
contour rendering, 951
mental ray, 569–571
contribution maps
Outliner, 656
Reflection pass, 657
render passes, 655–662
Specular pass, 657
Control Vertex
clusters, 344
NURBS, 111
control vertices (CVs)
Channel Box, 112
clusters, 343–345
hairstyle, 850–851
hulls, 97, 99
keyframes, 341
loft, 140
Move, 99, 136, 150, 196
NURBS, 96, 111–112
Volume Axis Curve, 731
Convert
Modify, 207, 213, 214
NURBS To Polygons, 213
Paint Effects To Polygons, 207
Polygon Edges To Curve, 214
Convert Paint Effects To Polygons, 461
Convert Selection, 180
Convert Selection To Faces, Select, 582
Convert Selection To UVs, Select, 580
Convert To Muscle, 408
Cook-Torrance shader, 544–546
Copy
  driven keys, 286–288
  Graph Editor, 275
  keyframes, 261–262
copying
  image planes, 107
  skin weights, 401–402
Coverage, grid texture, 28
Crease, 192
creases
  edges, 177–181
  lines, 468
  sets, 181
Crease Angle Min, 468
Crease Edges, 193
Crease Lines, 467
Create
  CV Curve Tool, 142, 144, 148, 194,
    206, 209, 212
  Grid Snapping, 142, 212
  Indirect Lighting tab, 630
  NURBS Primitives, 215
  Physical Sun and Sky, 630
  Polygon Primitives, 158, 191
Create Advanced Assets Options, 37
Create Assets With Transform, Assets, 39
Create Blend Shape Options, in-betweens, 333
Create Empty Layer, Layers menu, 629
Create Layer From Selected, Render Layer
  Editor, 629
Create Layer Override, 629, 630, 633
Create New Material Override, Overrides, 636
Create New Render Pass, 657, 659
Create New Texture, 65
Create Nodes, 24
Create Pass Set, Create Render Passes, 661
Create Reference, 42
Create Render Node
  Color, 27
  Rendering, 381
  Shake, 65
Create Render Passes, Create Pass Set, 661
Create UVs, Cylindrical Mapping, 579, 581
Creation
  Polygon Primitives, 158
  tubes, 433
Cross Section, Muscle Builder, 407
Cubes, Mesh Method, 711
Cubic, Curve Degree, 196, 206, 209
Curl, 447
Curling, 851
Current solver, ikSCsolver, 250
Curve, 212
curves. See also dynamic curves
  animation, 263–272
  editing, 268–272
  Insert Keys, 273
Bezier, 98
edges, 859
hair, 823–825, 827–831, 850–851
Illustrator, 99
import, 99
interpolation, 209
isoparms, 126
linear, 97–98
  revolve surfaces, 149
live surfaces, 209–211
loft, 139–140
Move, 206
NURBS, 96–99, 941
  surfaces, 144–148
parameterization, 98
pivot points, 134
points, NURBS, 96
strokes, 206–209, 442–445
  weighted tangents, 272
Curve Attract, 446
CurvE dEgrEE • dEpth mAp

Curve Degree
- Cubic, 196, 206, 209
- Linear, 144, 148
Curve Flow Effect, 736
Curve Follow, 446
Curve Range, Partial, 129
Curve Snapping, EP Curve Tool, 135
Curve Tool, Blend Shape, 323
Curve Utilities, Paint Effects, 207, 446
curveFromMeshCom, polygon surface, 428
curveOnSurface, 428
Curves, Weighted Tangents, 273
Custom, Frame Buffer Naming, 665
Custom Name, Publish Attribute Options, 39
Custom Naming String, 665
customer care, 963
Cut, keyframes, 261
CV Curve Tool, Create, 142, 144, 148, 194, 206, 209, 212
CVs. See control vertices
Cycle With Offset
- keyframes, 280
- Post-Infinity, 286
- Pre-Infinity, 286
Cylindrical Mapping, Create UVs, 579, 581

D
DAG. See Directed Acyclic Graph
DAG Objects
- brush node, 427
- Outliner, 427
DAG Objects Only, 325
- Attributes, 15
- jiggle deformers, 352
DAG Options Only, Outliner, 507
Damp, hair, 833
Damping, 777
Darken, blend mode, 636
DDS. See Direct Draw Surface
Debevec, Paul, 643
debrisIndex, Expression Editor, 792
Default In Tangent, 75
Default Out Tangent, 75
default paintbrush, 430
Default Quality Rendering, 722
defformers, 942
- Animation, 151, 185
- animation, 309–357, 945–946
- bend, NURBS surfaces, 151–153
- Dropoff, 349
- Envelope, 334
- ffd, 334
- geometry, 185
- cache, 354–357
- jiggle, 352–354
- joints, 240
- lattices, 186–189
- Muscle, 403
- nonlinear, 946
- animation, 347–351
- polygons, 185–190
- rigging, 185
- squash, 349–350
- 3D objects, 946
- twist, 350–351
- wave, 347–349
delete, 244
Delete By Type
- Assets, 39
- Edit, 6, 39, 153, 185, 189, 192
- history, 6, 153, 185, 189, 192
- Non-Deformer History, 6
Delete, keyframes, 261
Density
- fur, 818
- Importons, 493
Density and Color, 871
Density and Fuel, 871
Dependency Graph (DG), 2
Depth Map, 454
depth map shadows, 474–481
  high resolution, 477
  low resolution, 477
  overrides, 479–481
depth of field (DOF), 940
  Attribute Editor, 76, 78
  depth passes, 644
  mental ray settings, 77
  render time, 76
  renders, 76–79
Depth pass, Associated Passes, 646
depth passes, 644
Depth Shadow, 455
Depth Shadow Depth, 455
Detail Shadow Map
  Shadow Map Format, 480
  Softness, 481
DG. See Dependency Graph
DGS. See Diffuse Glossy Specular
Dielectric material, 951
  mental ray shaders, 542–544
Diffuse Glossy Specular (DGS), 951
  Glossy, 539
  mental ray shaders, 536–541
  Shiny U, 539
  Shiny V, 539
Diffuse Parameters, car paint materials, 553–554
diffusion, 530
Direct Draw Surface (DDS), 509
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), 2, 15
  MEL, 909
Direction, fur description node, 812
directional emitters, 690
directionalLight, groundShadow, 660
Dirt Parameters, Reflection Parameters, 555
Disable Implicit Control, 778
Displace Motion Factor, 89
displacement, 447–448
  maps, 607–614
    Approximation Editor, 607
bump maps, 612–614
  for characters, 608–612
  Maximum Value, 609
Mudbox, 609
polygons, 608
realism, 612
shaders, 654
Transfer Maps, 608
ZBrush, 609, 612
texture, 460
  AO passes, 654–655
Displacement Delay, tubes, 447
Display
  Animation, 364
  Attributes, 15
    mode
      Layer Editor, 629
      RGB, 105
Outliner, 11, 14–15, 507
Shapes, 14
  Velocity Draw, 882
display controls, NURBS, 102
Display Layer Editor, 53, 56
Display Normalized, Graph Editor, 281
Display Options, Attribute Editor, 56
Display Percent, Paint Effects, 445
Display Size, geometry cache, 355
Display Zero Parallax Plane, 90
Distance, 80
distance extrude, NURBS surfaces, 123–125
distToCam, 80, 81
Division Levels, Smooth Mesh Preview, 166
Divisions, Channel Box, 184
DOF. See depth of field
DOF_camShape, 81
Dolly, 58
double transform, 345
Double Walled, 694
double-click
  faces, 193
Layer Editor, 628
Drag, 718, 745
   hair, 833
   mode, 169
Draw As Mesh, Paint Effects, 445
Draw Brush Feedback, 226
Draw Brush While Painting, 226
Draw Collide Width, 839
Drawing Overrides, Attribute Editor, 253
   dreadlocks, 855
driven keys
   animation, 283–288
   animation layers, 302
   Blend Shape deformers, 323
   Blend Shape sliders, 325–327
   Copy, 286–288
   keyframes, 283–288
   looping, 285–287
   Paste, 286–288
   rigging, 283
driven objects, 283
   Set Driven Key, 284
Dropoff, deformers, 349
Dropoff Distance, 760
Dual Quaternion, skinning method, 391
Duplicate Special
   bones, 780
   Edit, 139, 202
Duplicate Surface Curves, Edit Curves, 120, 126, 139
Duplicate Values, Channel Box, 262
DVD contents, 961–963
dynamic curves, 956–957
   animation, 826–833
   hair, 827–831
   IK Handle, 827–833
   nCloth, 762
   Nucleus, 827
dynamic effects, 749–800
dynamic fields, 741–745
Dynamic Friction, 777
Dynamic Grid, Temperature, 880
dynamic motion
   Forces, 833
   fur, 823–825, 956
dynamic parenting, 295–298
Dynamic Properties, 798
   Mass, 785
Dynamic Relationships Editor, 730
Dynamics Weight, 833
E
edges
   creases, 177–181
   curves, 859
   loops, 173–175
      vertices, 174
   NURBS surfaces, 113
      trim, 120–123
   polygons, 160–162
      spin, 229–230
      transform constraints, 858
Edge Bounded, 835
Edge Factor, Reflection Parameters, 555
Edge Instead of Face, Collision Flag, 708
Edge Loop tool, 173–175
Edit
   Delete By Type, 6, 39, 153, 185, 189, 192
   Duplicate Special, 139, 202
   Expressions, 288
   Keys, 260
   Snap, 271
   Transformation Tools, 273
Edit Curves
   Cluster Curve, 385
   Duplicate Surface Curves, 120, 126, 139
   Offset, 196
   Open/Close Curves, 197
   Rebuild Curve, 135
Edit Deformers, Paint Cluster Weights, 342
Edit Mesh
   Bevel, 202, 203
   Extrude, 175, 184
   Insert Edge Loop Tool, 173
   Spin Edge Backwards, 229
Edit NURBS, Project Curve On Surface, 145
edit points, NURBS, 96
Edit Project, 33
-e<float>, 671
Elevation Max, 435
Elevation Min, 435
elevation, Tube Direction, 434–435
Emission Attributes, 783, 798
Emit Light, IBL, 511
Emit Photons
   Caustic and Global Illumination, 485, 488
   Global Illumination, 949
   IBL, 511
emitters
directional, 690
fluids, 871–874, 878–881
nCloth, 773
   nParticle, 689–691, 728–730, 773
   volume, 690
Enable Default Light, FG, 499
Enable Detail Shadow Map, Shadows, 480
Enable Liquid Simulation, 702
Enable Map Visualizer, 491, 505
Enable Overrides, 253
End Angle, twist deformer, 350
End Bounds, keyframes, 453
End Effector, IK, 250, 372
Envelope, deformers, 334
Environment Shader, outdoorCam, 632
EP Curve Tool, 135, 343
Equalize, 835
Erase, brushes, 431
Euler rotation, 303
Exponent, Caustic and Global Illumination, 488
export, polygon geometry, 231
exposure
   shaders, 567–569
tone maps, 567–569
Expression Editor, 288
   conditional statements, 290
debrisIndex, 792
   float, 794
Expressions
   Channel Box, 288, 339
   Edit, 288
expressions
   Alpha Offset, 68–70
   animation, 288–292, 945
   Attribute Editor, 22
   conditional statements, 290–292
   MEL, 921–925
   nParticle, 955–956
      animation, 788–796
   Set Driven Key, 10
   Translate Y, 290
.exr, 509
extended materials, mental ray, 552
<Extension>, 664
Extra Attributes, Buoyancy, 874, 901
Extra Controls, Smooth Mesh Preview, 166
Extrude
   Edit Mesh, 175, 184
   Surfaces, 215
extrude
   base mesh, 329
   Bevel Plus, 197
   node, Channel Box, 129
   NURBS surfaces, 214–216
      distance, 123–125
      profile, 126–129
   Paint Effects, 206
   polygons, 175–176
Extrude Options, 128
eyelids, Blend Shapes, 310
F

F Stop, 79

faces
- double-click, 193
- muscles, 314
- polygons, 162–164

facial expressions
- animation, 309–328, 945
- Blend Shape, 309–328
- joints, 323

Facing Ratio, Connection Editor, 504
Fake Shadow, 454
Fallop, 871
Fallop, 167–169
Falloff Curve, 314
Falloff Mode, 168–169
- Surface, 314
Falloff Radius, 314
- vertices, 168

Falloff Start and Stop, FG, 507
Far Clipping Plane, Remap Depth Values, 646
Favorites, Utilities, 382
FBIK. See Full Body IK

FCheck
- animation, 281–283
- geometry cache, 315

Features, 86
- AO, 653
- Rasterizer, 680
- Render Settings, 680

ffdlLattice, 187
FG. See Final Gathering
FG Diffuse Bounces, 507

fields
- dynamic, 741–745
- fluids, 874–877
- force, 736–739
- hairstyle, 849–850
- nParticle, 727–745
- radial, 776, 783

Field Chart, 55
File
- Reference Editor, 46
- Render View, 647, 660
- Texture Type, 442

file formats, Frame Buffer, 666–667

File Name Prefix
- Common, 663
- right-clicking, 665

file references, 42–46, 940
- containers, 43
- groups, 44
- import, 42
- proxies, 44–46
- scenes, 42

file tokens, 663–665
- OpenEXR, 665

Fill Bounds, 697
Fill Object, 694
Fill, Toon Shading, 464–466

fillet surfaces
- hulls, 132
- isoparms, 130–131
- NURBS, 129–133

Film Aspect Ratio, 63
film back, 63–65
Film Fit Offset, 64
Film Gate, 55, 64
Film Offset, 64, 65
film speed, 49–52
Filter
- FG, 507
- Special Effects, 613
filtering, 680

Final Gathering (FG), 75, 552
- Auto Exposure, 504
- Create Layer Override, 630
- Enable Default Light, 499
- fur, 825
- Global Illumination, 508
frame range, 666, 953
frame rate, animation, 257
Free Tangent Weight, Keys, 273
free-form deformer (ffd), 187, 334, 946
  Outside, 336
Freeze Transformations, 324
  IK Handle, 252
  joints, 369
  Modify, 252
  nCloth, 752
Frequency, 447
Fresnel effect, 532
Friction
  collision, 700
  hair, 833, 839
From Start Distance, 761
frown, 312
Full Body IK (FBIK), 261, 389
  Visor, 389
Full, Motion Blur, 85
full strength, base mesh, 312
Full View
  Brush Start, 460
  Map Method, 458, 460
fur, 801–833, 956–957
  Artisan Brush, 804, 805, 814
  Base Color, 819
  Base Opacity, 822
  Base Width, 822
  BodyPaint, 810
  Clumping, 822
  color, 819–820
  Density, 818
description node, 803–817
  Baldness, 804–811
  Direction, 812
  Length, 814–817
dynamic motion, 823–825, 956
FG, 825
Global Scale, 805

G
G Unit Conversions, Physical Sun and Sky, 514
Gain, mia_exposure_simple, 569
Gamma, mia_exposure_simple, 569
Gate Mask, 55
Gauss filter, 680
General Editors
  Component Editor, 401
  Visor, 420, 468
gc
  deformers, 354–357
  Display Size, 355
  playblasts, 355
deformers, 185
instance, 955
joints, 360
Paint Effects, 463
polygons, 157–164, 942
skeleton, 360
skinning, 240, 360, 389–402, 947
strokes, 462–463
Geometry Borders, Smooth Mesh Preview, 166
Geometry Mask, 726
Get Settings From Selected Stroke, Paint Effects, 210
Ghost, Layer Editor, 302
ghosting
animation, 268
Layer Editor, 301
Gimbal Lock, 361
Global, Falloff Mode, 168
Global Illum Photons, Caustic and Global Illumination, 488
Global Illumination
Caustics, 493–498
color bleeding, 492–493
Emmit Photons, 949
FG, 508
IBL, 511
indirect illumination, 483–497
Merge Distance, 490
miDefaultOptions, 507
Photon Map, 491–492
Render Settings, 488, 511
Scale, 490
scale, 487
tuning, 488–490
Global Illumination Controls, Render Settings, 493
global procedures, MEL, 935
Global Scale, 427, 432, 805
Global Unfold solver, 584
Glossy, DGS, 539
Glossy Spread, Reflection Parameters, 555
Glow Attributes, fluids, 887–888
Glow, fluids, 887–888
Glow Intensity, 504, 887
Glow Spread, 457
Glue Strength Scale, 760, 774
Go To Bind Pose, Skin, 390
Go To Input, Attribute Editor, 23
Go To Output Connections, Attribute Editor, 23
Goal Weight
Channel Box, 767
nParticle, 771
goals, nParticle, 765–767
Google, SketchUp, 484
Gradient, 880
Graph
Hypershade, 25, 29
Input And Output Connections, 25, 29
Graph Editor, 944
animation, 262–281
Animation Editors, 262, 294
axes, 263
Bake Simulation, 778
Buffer Curve, 278
clusters, 341
Copy, 275
Display Normalized, 281
Insert Keys, 273
interpolation, 264
Paste, 275
Perspective View, 267
Pin Channel, 281
Post-Infinity, 278–281
Preferences, 265
Pre-Infinity, 278–281
Stacked Curve, 280
Stepped tangent, 264
Tangents, 264, 268–272
weighted tangents, 272
Grass Wind, 451
Gravity, 688, 697
nParticle, 730
nucleus1, 754
Grid Snapping
Animation, 242
Blend Shape, 323
clusters, 343
Create, 142, 212
isoparms, 142
nCloth, 752
NURBS curves, 126, 127
Scale, 149
grid texture
colors, 29
conShader, 28
Coverage, 28
Grid View, 55
Ground Color, Physical Sun and Sky, 514
groundShadow
Associated Pass Contribution Map, 659
directionalLight, 660
groups
file references, 44
nodes, 13
shaders, 25
surfaces, 133
Growth, Attribute Editor, 436

H
hair, 856–866, 956–957
Artisan Brush, 837
Auto Keyframe, 831
bunch, 853
collisions, 837–841
constraints, 851–854
curves, 823–825, 827–831, 850–851
Damp, 833
Drag, 833
dynamic curves, 827–831
Friction, 833, 839
Length, 835
Mass, 833
mental ray, 855
Motion Drag, 833
NURBS, 837
Paint Effects, 855
pivot points, 830
polygons, 823, 840
Randomization, 835
Render Stats, 855
renders, 854–855
scalp, 834–837
shape, 842–845
Stickiness, 839
styling, 845–851, 957
curves, 850–851
CV, 850–851
fields, 849–850
surfaces, 834–837
Transplant, 837
Turbulence, 838
UV texture coordinates, 596, 835
Hair Tube, 855
Hair Width, 843
hairline, 313
hairSystem1 node, 828
hairSystem1OutputCurves, 828
hair-to-hair constraints, 853
Half-Time, Playback Speed, 258
Halo Intensity, 888
Hard Creases Only, 468
Hard Edges, Smooth Mesh Preview, 166
Hardware Render Buffer, 721, 725–727
hardware renders, nParticle, 641
Hardware Texturing, 585
Haze, Physical Sun and Sky, 514
.hdr, 509
HDRI. See High Dynamic Range Images
HDRShop, 509
Head_FurFeedbackShape, 804
help, MEL, 909–910
hierarchy
animation layers, 303–304
Hypergraph, 3
joints, 361–389, 946
High Bound, twist deformer, 350
High Dynamic Range Images (HDRI), 509, 643
FG, 511
reflections, 643
High Quality Rendering
nParticle, 722
Renderer, 585, 599
viewport, 585
high resolution, depth map shadows, 477
history
Bevel Plus, 200
Delete By Type, 6, 153, 185, 189, 192
loft, 114
loft surfaces, 143
nodes, 5–6
NURBS, 108
Hold-Out, Attribute Editor, 659–669
Honn, Anthony, 499, 626
Horizon Height, Physical Sun and Sky, 514
Horizontal shake, 65
HSV. See Hue, Saturation, Value
Hue Rand, 439, 440
Hue, Saturation, Value (HSV), Color
Chooser, 543
hulls
CVs, 97, 99
fillet surfaces, 132
loft, 143
surfaces, 114, 122
Move, 99, 114, 121, 138
NURBS, 97, 99
Scale, 114, 121
human readable UV layout, 575–576
Hypergraph
Condition, 382
End Effector, 250
keyframe nodes, 6
navigation, 4
nCloth, 753
nodes, 3–6
nurbsSphere, 10
Rendering, 381
visibility, 38
Hypershade, 626
AOShadow, 637
assets, 39
Assign Material To Selection, 25, 634
Attribute Editor, 465, 539, 819
Blinn, 24
car paint materials, 553
Graph, 25, 29
mia_physicalsky, 632
outDoorLighting, 634
render nodes, 25
Shader Glow, 458
shader nodes, 23–31
shaderGlow1, 504
Shake, 66
Surface, 24
Tabs, 25
texture nodes, 30
Textures tab, 634
2D Textures, 29
Work Area, 24, 627
Choose Graph Network, 27
coneShader, 27
navigation, 29
shader networks, 30

I

IBL. See Image-Based Lighting
icons
mouse, 591
Paint Effects, 419–420
IFF, 666–667
.iff, 609
IK. See inverse kinematics
IK Handle, 250–253
Attribute Editor, 250
dynamic curves, 827–833, 831–833
Freeze Transformations, 252
Skeleton, 250  
skinning, 390  
Spline, 384–389  
Sticky, 251  

`ikSCsolver`, Current solver, 250

**Illumination**  
Specular, 453  
texture, 461  
Translucence, 453

Illustrator, curves, 99

*images*  
resolution, 940  
sequence, 919–921  
sprites, 919–921  
size, cameras, 49–51

**Image Plane**, 55, 941  
Fixed, 105

*image planes*  
arranging, 105  
Attribute Editor, 105  
Center, 106–107  
copying, 107  
NURBS, 103–108  
RGB, 105  
View menu, 105  
visibility, 107, 114

**Image-Based Lighting (IBL)**, 509–511, 949–950  
Emit Light, 511  
Emit Photons, 511  
FG, 510–511  
Global Illumination, 511

`imf_copy`, 597

`IMF_display`, 647–648  
AO, 653

`-im<filename>`, 671

import  
curves, 99  
file references, 42  
.obj, 231, 311

point order, 311  
polygon geometry, 231  
Importons, 493  
ImportOptions, 311  
in-betweens  
Create Blend Shape Options, 333  
keyframes, 278

Incandescence, 457  
fluids, 897  
temperature, 882  
Transparency, 456  
in incidence angle, 530

Inclination, fur, 822  
Include Materials, 603  
include method, joints, 391  
incoming tangent, 263  
Auto Keyframe, 275  
weighted tangents, 272

Incompressibility, 763  
Liquid Simulation, 706, 708  
Increase Fidelity, 778  
index of refraction (IOR), 541, 542

indirect illumination  
FG, 498–508, 949  
Global Illumination, 483–497

**Indirect Illumination tab**, 952  
Importons, 493

**Indirect Lighting tab**  
AO, 651  
Create button, 630  
Importons, 493  
Imap, 618  
Render Settings, 488, 507, 512, 651

Inherit Transform slider, 742  
Initial State, 706

Input And Output Connections, Graph, 25, 29  
Input Max, 704, 737  
Input Mesh Attract, 765  
INPUTS, 166, 182, 202, 329  
Channel Box, 74  
NURBS, 252
Inputs

Blend Shape, 328
Channel Box, 294
Insert Edge Loop Tool, 173, 178
Insert Isoparm, Location, 141
Insert Keys, keyframes, 273–274
instance geometry, nParticle, 955
Instanced Objects, 786
Instancer, nParticle, 790
Interactive Creation, 3–4
Interactive Photorealistic Render (IPR), 536
Interactive Playback, nSolver, 769
Interactive Skin Binding, 390, 396
interpenetration errors, 777
interpolation
curves, 209
Graph Editor, 264
Interpolation Range, 844
Intersect Surfaces, 117–119
Intersection Lines, 467
Introducing Mudbox 2011 (Kermanikian), 231
Introducing ZBrush (Keller), 231
inverse kinematics (IK), 249–256, 944. See also
IK Handle
End Effector, 250, 372
joint animation, 362
joints, 372–375
master controls, 253–256
rigging, 947
Sticky, 250
IK Handle
End Effector, 250, 372
joint animation, 362
joints, 372–375
master controls, 253–256
rigging, 947
Sticky, 250
IOR. See index of refraction
IPR. See Interactive Photorealistic Render
Irradiance, mental ray, 493
isoparms, 109–110
curves, 126
fillet surfaces, 130–131
Grid Snapping, 142
rail surfaces, 141
isotropic specular reflections, 540

J

jiggle
animation, 946
deformers, 352–354
DAG Objects Only, 352
Flood, 353
Outliner, 352
Paint Operation, 353
Jitter option, 680
joints
animation, 239–249
IK, 362
bind method, 391
Blend Shapes, 328
deformers, 240
rigging, 360
display size, 364
drawing, 361
facial expressions, 323
FK, 249, 375–377
Freeze Transformations, 369
gallery, 360
hierarchy, 361–389, 946
IK, 372–375
include method, 391
mirroring, 371–372
naming, 369–371
orientation, 368–369
Outliner, 369
parenting, 367, 372
point constraints, 241–246
rigging, 240
skeleton, 240
skinning, 360
vertices, 390
visibility, 362
Joint Size, Animation, 364
Joint Tool, Skeleton, 240, 242, 361
K
Kd-Tree, 484
Keep Faces Together, Channel Box, 330
Keep Image In Render View, Render View, 631
Keep Layers, Render All Layers Options, 640
Keep Originals, 196
Keep Square Voxels, 878
Keep Unbaked Keys, 778
Keller, Eric, 231
Keller, Travis, 484
Kermanikian, Ara, 231
Key Selected, Channel Box, 20
keyframes
  Add Key, 274
  animation, 256–262, 944
curves, 263–272
BaseAnimation, 299
Blend Shape, 65
breakdowns, 276–278
Channel Box, 17, 262
channels, 19, 257
Copy, 261–262
creating, 256–258
Cut, 261
CV, 341
Cycle With Offset, 280
Delete, 261
driven keys, 283–288
duplicating, 262
End Bounds, 453
in-betweens, 278
Input Mesh Attract, 765
Insert Keys, 273–274
Key Selected, 20
Lattice Deform Keys, 273
lattices, 341
Max, 129
Mesh Attract, 765
Min, 129
nodes, Hypergraph, 6
Paste, 261–262
Point Lock, 830
Scale Keys, 273–274
scenes, 20
Set Driven Key, 326
Shake, 65
swivel camera rigging, 75
timeline, 260–261
Translate Y, 257
UV texture coordinates, 597
Keys
  Break Tangents, 271, 273
  Edit, 260
  Free Tangent Weight, 273
  Snap Keys, 260
  Unify Tangents, 271
kinematics, 249
Knee value, mia_exposure_simple, 569
knots, 109
L
Lambert shader, 654
  Mirror Cut, 184
lambert1, 25
lattices
  animation, 334–340
  Attribute Editor, 336
  axes, 336
deformers, 186–189
keyframes, 341
Local, 336
nodes, 187
Lattice Deform Keys, keyframes, 273
Layer Accumulation, Scale Accumulation, 303
Layer Editor, 302–303, 625
  Channel Box, 626
  Display mode, 629
double-click, 628
ghosting, 301
Layers menu, 629
masterLayer, 628
Options, 301
Render mode, 625
Layer Mode, 300–302
Additive, 300, 301
Override, 300
Layers
Create Empty Layer, 629
Layer Editor, 629
Selected Objects, 300
layers. See also render layers
animation, 298–307, 945
Weight, 300
LDR. See Low Dynamic Range
Leaf Bend, 440
Leaf Curl, 440
Leaf Flatness, 440
Leaf Hue Rand, 440
Leaf Sat Rand, 440
Leaf Segments, 440
Leaf Stiffness, 448
Leaf Twirl, 440
Leaf Val Rand, 440
leaves
nodes, 681
Paint Effects, 439–442
Leaves, Render Settings, 441
leftMouthNarrow, 313
leftMouthWide, 313
Length
fur description node, 814–817
hair, 835
Lens Care, 644
Lens Shader, mia_exposure_simple, 632
textures, 634
Lindenmayer, Aristid, 430
Linear
Curve Degree, 144, 148
Surface Degree, 113
Tangents, 270
strings, 316
Surface Tension, 708
Surface Tension, 708
live surfaces
curves, 209–211
NURBS, 140–144
Livny, Boaz, 528
Load Attributes, Attribute Editor, 23, 792
Load Driver, Set Driven Key, 325
Load Render Pass, 647, 660
Local Displacement, 451
Local Force, 451
Local, lattices, 336
local procedures, MEL, 935
Local Unfold solver, 584
Location, Insert Isoparm, 141
locators, nParticle, 765–767
lock, channels, 21
Lock, Layer Editor, 302
loft
   CVs, 140
   history, 114
   hulls, 143
   multiple curves, 139–140
   NURBS surfaces, 112–117
      hulls, 114
   rail surfaces, 138
   surfaces, 121, 143
      history, 143
      hulls, 122
logos, animation, 460–461
looping driven keys, 285–287
loops, MEL, 927–930
Low Bound, twist deformers, 350
Low Dynamic Range (LDR), 509
low resolution, depth map shadows, 477
ls, list command, 243
L-systems, Paint Effects, 430

Make Paintable, Paint Effects, 423, 428
makeNurbsSphere, Start Sweep, 19
Manual Pressure Settings, 763
.map, 597
maps. See also specific map types
   FG, 503–507
Map Color, 442, 458, 460
Map Displacement, 460
map file, Baldness, 806–811
Map Method, 458, 460
Map Multiplier, 821
Map Offset, 821
Map Opacity, Texturing, 442
Map Visualizer, Rendering Editor, 491–492
Marquee selection, 169
Mass, 719
   Dynamic Properties, 785
      hair, 833
Mass Scale Input, Randomize ID, 785
Mass Scale, nParticle, 785
master controls, IK, 253–256
masterLayer, 626, 628
Materials
   car paint materials, 552
      Hypershade Work Area, 24, 25
materials. See also mental image architectural materials
   car paint, 551–557, 951
      Dielectric, 951
      mental ray shaders, 542–544
extended, 552
overrides, 636
reflective, 503
render passes, 642
scenes, 25
shaders, 528
upgrading, 643–644
Ward, 545
The Matrix (movie), 688
Max Count, 783

M
Macintosh
   command-line renders, 672
      FCheck, 283
Maintain Offset, 220, 242
Make Live, Modify, 210
Max Distance, 446, 549, 742–744
Max, keyframes, 129
Max Sample Level, 678
Max Self Collide, 702
Max Trace, FG, 507
Max Triangle Resolution, nParticle, 711
Maximum Distance, Rays, 651–652
Maximum Value, displacement maps, 609
Maya Embedded Language (MEL), 903–938, 959–960
attributes, 915–919
conditional statements, 925–927
constraints, 243–245
DAG, 909
expressions, 921–925
global procedures, 935
help, 909–910
local procedures, 935
loops, 927–930
procedures, 930–935, 959
-r, 909
Script Editor, 907–912
select, 909
MEL. See Maya Embedded Language .mel, 913
mental image architectural
materials (MIA), 951
AO, 563
mental ray shaders, 557–566
presets, 557–559
Translucency, 563–564
mental images base (mib), mental ray shaders, 544–551
Mental Images Subsurface Scattering (misss), 615
mental ray
AO passes, 649
Approximation Editor, 607
area lights, 515–518, 950
Attribute Editor, 479
contour rendering, 569–571
extended materials, 552
FG, 502
fur, 817, 825–826
hair, 855
Irradiance, 493
light shaders, 518–524
lighting, 471–525, 949–950
loading, 474
Motion Blur, 84
OpenEXR, 597
plug-ins, 474, 528
Quality, 474, 674–683, 953
raytrace shadows, 481–482
Render, 504
render passes, 642
Resolution, 479
Samples, 479
settings, 87–89
DOF, 77
Motion Blur, 83
shaders, 527–572, 950–951
base shaders, 544–551
car paint materials, 551–557
DGS, 536–541
Dielectric material, 542–544
MIA, 557–566
mib, 544–551
Shadow Map Overrides, 479–481
shadows, 471–482
Softness, 479
x, 552
mental ray for Maya, 3ds Max, and XSI (Livny), 528
Merge Distance
Global Illumination, 490
Render Settings, 490
Merge, Importons, 493
Merge Threshold, 589
Mesh
brushes, 431
Combine, 192, 203, 943
Mirror Cut, 184
Mirror Geometry, 589
Polygon, 315
Stroke Type, 460
mesh
  base mesh, 310
    extrude, 329
      full strength, 312
  nCloth, 856
  smooth mesh polygons, 164–166, 217, 942
    nCloth, 857–858
Mesh Attract
  keyframes, 765
  nCloth, 765
Mesh Method, 711
Mesh Triangle Size, 710
MIA. See mental image architectural materials
mia_exposure_photographic, 567–569
mia_exposure_simple, 567–569, 626
  Lens Shader, 632
mia_material, organic objects, 564–566
mia_material_x_passes, 643–644
miaysicalsky
  Attribute Editor, 632
    Hypershade, 632
mia_roundcorners, bevels, 560–561
mib. See mental images base
mib_amb_occulsion, Attribute Editor, 638
mib_glossy_reflection, 626
Mid Dist Map, 477
miDefaultOptions, 507, 679
Mid-Point, 778
Min, keyframes, 129
Min Sample Level, 678
Minimum Weight, include method, 391
Mirror Cut, 182–185
Mirror Geometry, Mesh, 589
Mirror Joint, 371–372
mirrorCutPanel, Outliner, 184
mirroredCutMesh, Outliner, 184
mirroring
  joints, 371–372
  skin weights, 402
  UV texture coordinates, 589–592
misss. See Mental Images Subsurface
Scattering
misss_fast_skin, 573, 615, 952
Modify
  Add Attribute, 381
    Center Pivot, 144, 149
    Convert, 207, 213, 214
    Freeze Transformations, 252
    Make Live, 210
Motion Blur, 644, 940–941
  animation, 83–89
    Full, 85
    mental ray, 83, 84
    No Deformation, 85
    render layers, 85
    Render Settings, 85
    Render Stats, 84
Motion Blur-By, 87
Motion Drag, 760, 833
Motion Offsets, 89
motion paths, animation, 292–294, 945
Motion Paths, Attach To Motion Path, 292–293
Motion Quality Factor, 89
Motion Steps, 88
Motion Streak, 710
mouse
  icons, 591
    Paint Effects, 424
mouth
  Artisan Brush, 315
    custom Blend Shape slider, 323–324
    Paint Blend Shape Weights, 319
    Soft Select, 314
triangle controls, 327
mouthLeftNarrow, 322
mouthLeftWide, 320
mouthNarrow, 313
mouthRightNarrow, 322
mouthRightWide, 322
mouthWide, 313
    Translate X, 326
Move, 111, 113–114
    Blend Shape targets, 314
    clusters, 344
    curves, 206
    CVs, 99, 136, 150, 196
    hulls, 99, 114, 121, 138
    lips, 316
    pivot points, 706–707
    polySurface, 193
    rail surfaces, 137
    shirt, 859
    smile, 315
    Soft Select, 190, 213
    Soft Selection, 168
    tweak mode, 172
    vertices, 159, 171
Move And Sew UV Edges, Polygons, 581
Mudbox
    Autodesk, 231
    displacement maps, 609
    fur, 810
    UV texture maps, 574, 575
Multi, polygon components, 167
Multiplier, Physical Sun and Sky, 514
Multiply
    AOShadow, 638
    blend mode, 636
MultiStreak, 431, 721
Muscle, 402–414, 947
    bone, 403
    capsules, 403–405
    deformers, 403
muscles1
    Blend Shape targets, 313
    changing, 408
    face, 314
    NURBS, 403
    parameters, 410–412
    rigging, 359–415, 946–947
    shape, 408
    skinning, 412–414
    surfaces, naming, 407
Muscle Builder, 405–409, 947
    Attach objects, 405
    Cross Section, 407
    Finalize, 408
mute
    channels, 21
    Layer Editor, 302
Mute Layer, 300
myCube, transform nodes, 5
myCubeShape, shape nodes, 5

N
Name Clash, 231
navigation
    Hypergraph, 4
    Hypershade Work Area, 29
    UV Texture Editor, 579
nCache, 723–725, 765–766
nCloth, 965
    Attribute Editor, 754
    Bounce, 863
    clothing, 856–857
    Collision, 757
    Collision Event Editor, 771
    constraints, 858–862
dynamic curves, 762
    emitters, 772, 773
    Freeze Transformations, 752
    Grid Snapping, 752
Hypergraph, 753
Input Mesh Attract, 765
mesh, 856
Mesh Attract, 765
nCache, 765–766
nParticle, 697–705, 767–775, 955
Nucleus, 749
objects, 749–766
Outliner, 753
paint, 863–866
pivot points, 752
playblasts, 758
Presets, 755–757
pressure, 763–764
properties, 957
Scale, 752
smooth mesh polygons, 857–858
solidRubber, 770
Stickiness, 757–758
Stretch, 863
timeline, 753
transform constraints, 858–859
vertices, 859
wireframes, 753
Wrinkle, 863
nConstraint, 758–763
   Force, 760
   Stickiness, 758–760
   Tearable Surface, 774
   vertices, 759
nDynamic, 685, 686, 827
   Nucleus, 754
   radial fields, 776
Near Clip Plane, 63
Negative Softness, brushes, 432
neon lights, 503–504
networks, shaders, Hypershade Work Area, 30
New Project, 32
Night Color, Physical Sun and Sky, 514
No Deformation, Motion Blur, 85

nodes, 11–31. See also specific nodes
   assets, 34–41
   hierarchies, Outliner, 11–14
   history, 5–6
   renaming, 13
Noise, 447, 851
Noise Amplitude, 821
Noise Frequency, 821
Non-Deformer History, Delete By Type, 6
nonlinear deformers, 946
   animation, 347–351
nonmanifold surfaces, 162
nonplanar surfaces, 160
nonsquare pixels, 51
Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS), 7, 95–156, 941–942
   cameras, 71
   Channel Box, 108, 252
   collision, 899
   Control Vertex, 111
   V coordinates, 100
   curve points, 96
   curves, 96–99, 941
   colors, 253
      Grid Snapping, 126, 127
CVs, 96, 111–112
display controls, 102
edit points, 96
fillet surface, 129–133
fur, 801, 816
hair, 837
history, 108
hulls, 97, 99
image planes, 103–108
INPUTS, 252
live surfaces, 140–144
muscles, 403
Paint Effects, 205, 422, 428, 878
patches, 100–101
polygons, 205, 943
primitives, 100, 108
  Create, 215
rail surfaces, 133–139
Surfaces, 100
  bend deformer, 151–153
curves, 144–148
edges, 113
trim, 120–123
extrude, 214–216
distance, 123–125
profile, 126–129
intersecting, 117–118
loft, 112–117
Outliner, 122
polygons, 211–216
realism, 153–154
revolves, 148–151, 211–214
seams, 102
texture maps, 623
trim, 118–119
swivelCamRig, 73
tessellation, 154–155, 942
3D Objects, 422
U coordinates, 100
UV texture coordinates, 29, 574
vertices, 310
normal maps, 600–607, 952
  low-quality settings for, 605
nParticle, 685–748, 954
  Attribute Editor, 689, 769
  Balls-style, 767
  blood cells, 736
  Collision, 767
collisions, 698–705, 954
color, 717
emitters, 689–691, 728–730, 773
expressions, 955–956
  animation, 788–796
fields, 727–745
flames, 721–723
fluids, 869, 890–898, 958
flying debris, 780–787
Goal Weight, 771
goals, 765–767
Gravity, 730
hardware renders, 641
High Quality Rendering, 722
instance geometry, 955
Instancer, 790
Liquid Simulation, 702, 705–712
locators, 765–767
Mass Scale, 785
Max Triangle Resolution, 711
nCloth, 697–705, 767–775, 955
nodes, 753
Nucleus, 954
objects, 693–697
Opacity, 718, 721
Paint Selection, 695
Point Force Field, 769
polygons, 709–712
radial fields, 783
Radius Scale, 797
Render Stats, 746
sprites, 908
surfaces, 691–693
texture, 712–718
Thick Cloud, 886
wireframes, 696
nRigid, 698, 753
nSolver, Interactive Playback, 769
Nucleus, 685
dynamic curves, 827
nCloth, 749
nDynamic, 754
nParticle, 954
Substeps, 720
wind, 688, 718–720
nucleus1
Air Density, 754, 756
Gravity, 754
NURBS. See Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines
NURBS To Polygons, Convert, 213
nurbsSphere
Channel Box, 18–19
Hypergraph, 10
Rotate Y, 10

O
.obj
import, 231, 311
Single Object, 311
Object
Falloff Mode, 168
Soft Select, 170
objects
nCloth, 749–766
nParticle, 693–697
Object Display, Attribute Editor, 253
object space maps, 601
Object Space, Transfer In, 605
objects
driven, 283, 284
Flow Path, 340
light-emitting, 499–503
organic, 564–566
3D
deformers, 946
NURBS, 422
Paint Effects, 422–424, 947–948
Ocean shader, 898–902, 959
oceans, 874, 898–902
-outof<format>, 671
Offset
Attribute Editor, 348
Edit Curves, 196
one-to-one relationship, Connection Editor, 10

Opacity
Artisan Brush, 225
nParticle, 718, 721
temperature, 882
Opacity Scale Input, Speed, 897
Open/Close Curves, Edit Curves, 197
OpenEXR, 509
file tokens, 665
mental ray, 597
OpenEXRLoader, 509, 603
Optimize For Animations, FG, 507
Options, 37
Constrain Axes, 242
Layer Editor, 301
Maintain Offset, 242
Render Layer Editor, 628, 640
organic objects, mia_material, 564–566
Orient Joint, 368–369
orientation, joints, 368–369
orthographic cameras, 89–90, 941
Oscillate, Pre-Infinity, 280
Out Color
AO texture, 639
Attribute Editor, 638
outAlpha, 67
outdoorCam, 631
Environment Shader, 632
Renderable Cameras, 634
outDoorLighting
FG, 630
Hypershade, 634
Render Layer, 633
Render Layer Editor, 630, 634
Render View, 631
outgoing tangent, 263
Auto Keyframe, 275
weighted tangents, 272
Outline, Toon shading, 466–467
Outliner, 638
assets, 39
Bake Simulation, 778
clusters, 345
containers, 72
contribution maps, 656
DAG Objects, 427
DAG Options Only, 507
Display, 11, 14–15, 507
ffd1Lattice, 187
jiggle deformers, 352
joints, 369
mirrorCutPanel, 184
mirroredCutMesh, 184
nCloth, 753
node hierarchies, 11–14
NURBS surfaces, 122
options, 14–17
Paint Effects, 443
right-clicking, 15
search feature, 16–17
shape nodes, 15
Shift+click, 13
Show, 16
Soft Modification, 189
strokes, 207
sunDirection, 512
Output Geometry, Polygons, 197
Output Mesh, 710
Output Settings, 57
Outside, ffd, 336
Overlay, blend mode, 636
Override, Layer Mode, 300
Overrides
  Create New Material Override, 636
  Render Layer Editor, 636
overrides
  cameras, 633–634
  depth map shadows, 479–481
  follicles, 844
  materials, 636
  render layers, 629–633
Oversample, Render Settings, 441
Overscan, 56, 64

P
Paint Attributes tool, clusters, 342
Paint Blend Shape Weights, 319–321
Paint Cluster Weights, 342–343
Paint Effects, 417–463, 947–948
  brushes, 427–432, 948
  Clear, 421
  clusters, 346
  Color Chooser, 418–419
  Curve Utilities, 207, 446
  Display Percent, 445
  Draw As Mesh, 445
  extrude, 206
  flowers, 434–439
  geometry, 463
  Get Settings From Selected Stroke, 210
  hair, 855
  icons, 419–420
  leaves, 439–442
  Light Linking, 454
  L-systems, 430
  Make Paintable, 423, 428
  mouse, 424
  neon lights, 503
  NURBS, 205, 422, 428, 878
  Outliner, 443
  pen, 424
  polygons, 205–211, 943
  Render Settings, 441
  Shadow Effects, 454–455
  strokes, 424–427, 948
  tablet, 424
  3D objects, 422–424, 947–948
  Toon Shading, 468, 949
  tubes, 433–434
  Turbulence, 451
  Visor, 419
Paint Effects To Polygons, Convert, 207
Paint Fur Attributes, 805
Paint Hair Follicles, 847
Paint Jiggle Weights Tool, 353
paint, nCloth, 863–866
Paint Operation
  jiggle deformers, 353
  Tool Options, 342
Paint Select tool, Soft Selection, 168
Paint Selection, nParticle, 695
Paint Skin Weights, 390, 396–400
parallax, 64
parameterization, 98
parameters, muscles, 410–412
Parent Options, Constrain, 220, 252
parenting
  constraints, 242
  dynamic, 295–298
  joints, 367, 372
  shape nodes, 14
  transform nodes, 12
Partial, Curve Range, 129
Particle Disk Cache, 725
Particle Render Type, 721
Particle Size, 702
particleCloud, 25
particleDebris node, Attribute Editor, 783, 785
Pass list
  AO, 650
  Camera Depth, 645
passes. See also render pass
  AO, 649–655
    bump/displacement textures, 654–655
    mental ray, 649
depth, 644
  Reflection, 657
  Specular, 657
Passes tab
  render layers, 648
  Render Settings, 645, 646, 650, 661
  Scene Passes, 645
Passive Fill, 835

Paste
  driven keys, 286–288
  Graph Editor, 275
    keyframes, 261–262
  patches, NURBS, 100–101
  Path Attract, 446
  Path Follow, 446
  pCube, Attribute Editor, 21–22
  Pedestal, mia_exposure_simple, 569
cameras, 567
  Create button, 630
  render layers, 631
Pin Channel, Graph Editor, 281
Pin Selected UVs, 584
Pin UV Border, 584
Pinch, 225
pivot points
  clusters, 344
    curves, 134
    hair, 830
  Move, 706–707
nCloth, 752
Placement Extras, Attribute Editor, 106
planar surfaces, 160
Plateau, Tangents, 270
Play Every Frame, Playback Speed, 258
Playback Speed, 258, 354
playblasts, 758
  animation, 281–283, 944
geometry cache, 355
nCloth, 758
smoke, 798
plug-ins
  After Effects, 644
  mental ray, 474, 528
point constraint, 244
point constraints, 241–245
Point Density, FG, 502
Point Force Field, 691, 769
Point Interpolation, FG, 502
Point Lock, keyframes, 830
Point Method, 853
point order
  Blend Shape targets, 310
  import, 311
Point Snapping, 245
Points Per Hair, 849
Polar, fur, 822
Pole Vector, Constrain, 380
polyCylProj, Channel Box, 580
polyExtrudeFace, Channel Box, 175, 179
Polygon
  Mesh, 315
  Sculpt Geometry, 315
polygons, 157–238, 942–943
  Append, 227–228
  Artisan Brush, 222–226, 943
  Bevel Edges, 200–205
  Bevel Plus, 194–200
  Boolean operations, 216–221
  Bridge, 230–231
clothing, 856
Combine, 191–194
components, 167–172
constraints, 220
deformers, 185–190
deselecting, 179
displacement maps, 608
dislocations, 187, 221
edges, 160–162
  spin, 229–230
extrude, 175–176
faces, 162–164
  UV texture coordinates, 578
fluids, 899
fur, 801–803
gometry, 157–164, 942
  export, 231
  fur, 801–803
  import, 231
hair, 823, 840
nPaticle, 709–712
NURBS, 205, 943
  surfaces, 211–216
Paint Effects, 205–211, 943
smooth mesh, 164–166, 217, 942
  nCloth, 857–858
  Split Polygons, 228–229
subdivision surfaces, 232–237
surfaces, curveFromMeshCom, 428
topology, 230
vertices, 158–160
Polygon Edges To Curve, Convert, 214
Polygon Output Options, Sampling, 198
Polygon Primitives, 158, 191
Polygons
  Move And Sew UV Edges, 581
  Output Geometry, 197
  Unfold, 583
  UV Snapshot, 595
  UV Texture Editor, 581, 595
polyMirror1, Channel Box, 589
polySmoothFace, 5, 770
polySurface, 185, 193
ponds, wakes, 869
portraits, renders, 61
Post-Infinity, 278–281, 286
Preferences

Graph Editor, 265
  Use Optimized Textures, 598
Pre-Infinity, 278–281, 286
Preserve Seam, 169
Pressure Mappings, 449
Pressure Method, 764
pressure, nCloth, 763–764
Pressure Scale, strokes, 449
Preview Contents, assets, 37
Primary Diffuse Scale, 502, 504
Primary Eye Ray, 677
Primary Renderer, 86
procedures, MEL, 930–935, 959
Production, Quality, 474, 678
Profile, Artisan Brush, 225
profile extrude, NURBS surfaces, 126–129
Profile Lines, 467
Project Curve On Surface, Edit NURBS, 145
Project Settings, 663
Projects, Hypershade Work Area, 24
proxies, file references, 44–46
Proxy Options, 46
Publish Attribute Options, 39
publishing, attributes, 39–40
Pump Rate, 763, 764
Python, 936–937, 960

Q
Quad Mesh, Mesh Method, 711
Quality
  FG, 507
  Frame Buffer, 667
  mental ray, 474, 674–683, 953
  Production, 474, 678
  Render, 85
  Render Settings, 481–482, 485
  Use Ray Trace Shadows, 481–482
Quaternion rotation, 303
quick select, follicles, 848

R
-r, MEL, 909
R Unit Conversions, Physical Sun and Sky, 514
rack focus, rigging, 80–83
radial fields, 776, 783
Radius (L), Artisan Brush, 224
Radius (U), Artisan Brush, 224
Radius Scale, 692, 797
Radius Scale Input, 797
Radius Scale Randomize, 693
rail surfaces
  isoparms, 141
  loft, 138
  Move, 137
  NURBS, 133–139
  Rotate, 137
ramp shaders, 712, 816
  Preset, 466
  UV texture maps, 596
Randomization, hair, 835
Randomize ID, Mass Scale Input, 785
Rapid Fur, 817
Rapid Motion, 86–87, 855
Rasterizer (Rapid Motion), 86
Rasterizer, Features, 680
Raw Shadow, 659
Ray Depth Limit, 482
Ray Trace Shadow Attributes, 482
Rays, AO, 651
raytrace
  fur, 825–826
  shadows, mental ray, 481–482
Raytrace Acceleration, 680–681
-rd<path>, 671
Real Lights, 453
  fluids, 890
Real Smart Motion Blur, 644
realism
  AO, 550
  Bevel Edges, 200
displacement maps, 612
diffusion, 822–823
NURBS surfaces, 153–154
reflections, 550
reflective material, 503
subsurface scattering, 614
Real-Time, Playback Speed, 258
Rebuild Curve, Edit Curves, 135
Rebuild, FG Map, 505
red, green, and blue (RGB), 105, 650
Red/Blue Shift, Physical Sun and Sky, 514
Reference Editor, 46
Reference Vector, Artisan Brush, 225
Reflection, 169, 647
Artisan Brush, 225
Associated Passes, 657
Stroke, 315
reflection, 530–531
AO, 550
blur, 533–535
HDRI, 643
realism, 550
Reflection Blur, 535, 951
Reflection Edge Weight, Reflection Parameters, 555
Reflection Parameters, car paint materials, 555–557
Reflection pass
contribution map, 657
Create New Render Pass, 657
Reflections, FG, 507
reflective material, realism, 503
refraction, 531–532
blur, 535
Refraction Blur, 951
Refraction Blur Limit, 535
Refractions, FG, 507
Relationship Editor, 629, 661–662, 780
Relative, 342, 345
relative clusters, 342
Relax, UV Texture Editor, 585
Remap Depth Values, Far Clipping Plane, 646
Remove Camera Connections, Physical Sun and Sky, 514
Render, 57, 504
Quality, 85
renders

cameras, 666
command-line, 669–672
compositing, 625–683, 952–953
DOF, 76–79
fluid containers, 885–890
fur, 817–819, 825–826
hair, 854–855
mental ray, 662–674
nodes, Hypershade, 25
portraits, 61
time, DOF, 76
Render All Layers, 628
Render Layer, 630, 633
Render Layer Editor, 626
AOSHadow, 637, 638
clapboard icon, 640
Create Layer From Selected, 629
Options, 628, 640
outDoorLighting, 630, 634
Overrides, 636
Render Settings, 630, 645
render layers, 625–641, 952–953
blend modes, 636–641
Motion Blur, 85
multiple render passes, 644–649
overrides, 629–633
Passes tab, 648
Physical Sun and Sky, 631
Relationship Editor, 629
render passes, 648
right-clicking, 629
shaders, 634–636
visibility, 629
Render mode, Layer Editor, 625
render pass, 641–655, 953
  Associated Passes, 653
  contribution maps, 655–662
  FG, 506
  Frame Buffer, 642, 645
  materials, 642
  mental ray, 642
  multiple, render layers, 644–649
  Relationship Editor, 661–662
  render layers, 648
  Scene Passes, 645
  sets, 661–662
  shaders, 643
  workarounds, 649
  workflows, 642
Render Region, 86
Render Settings, 57, 89
  Accuracy, 488–489
  Anti-Aliasing Quality, 676–677
  Common, 662
  Features, 680
  FG, 629, 630
  FG Map, 505
  Global Illumination, 488, 511
  Global Illumination Controls, 493
  Indirect Lighting tab, 488, 507, 512, 651
  Leaves, 441
  Merge Distance, 490
  Motion Blur, 85
  Oversample, 441
  Paint Effects, 441
  Passes tab, 645, 646, 650, 661
  Quality, 481–482, 485
  Render, 504
  Render Layer, 633
  Render Layer Editor, 630, 645
  Scale, 490
Render Stats
  Attribute Editor, 637
hair, 855
Motion Blur, 84
nParticle, 746
Render View, 85
  File, 647, 660
  Keep Image In Render View, 631
  Load Render Pass, 660
  outDoorLighting, 631
  renderCam, 512, 628, 637, 657
  Rendering Editor, 441, 474
    studioCam, 632
    studioLighting, 637
Renderable, 57
Renderable Cameras, 666
  Common, 633
    outdoorCam, 634
  renderCam, 631
    lens shaders, 626
  Render View, 512, 628, 637, 657
Renderer, High Quality Rendering,
  585, 599
Rendering
  Color Chooser, 464
  Create Render Node, 381
  Hypergraph, 381
  Lighting/Shading, 601
Rendering Editor
  Approximation Editor, 609
  Map Visualizer, 491–492
  Render View, 441, 474
  <RenderLayer>, 664
  <RenderPass>, 664
  <RenderPassFileGroup>, 664
  <RenderPassType>, 664
renders
  batch, 51, 57, 725, 953
  hardware, 641
Repeat U, 458
Repeat V, 458
Repulsion, hair collisions, 840
resolution
images, 940
mental ray, 479
Resolution Gate, 56, 61, 64, 72
Rest Density, Liquid Simulation, 708
Rest Length, 761
Rest Length Method, 761
Rest Length Scale, 761–762
reversed tubes, 434
Revert To Default Tabs, Tabs, 25
Revolve, Surfaces, 212
revolves, NURBS surfaces, 148–151, 211–214
RGB. See red, green, and blue
rigging
attributes, 381–383
cameras, 70–76, 940
deformers, 185
driven keys, 283
IK, 947
joints, 240
deformers, 360
muscles, 359–415, 946–947
rack focus, 80–83
Set Driven Key, 383
right-clicking
Channel Box, 21
File Name Prefix, 665
Outliner, 15
Render Layer Editor, 648
render layers, 629
shaders, 25
rightMouthNarrow, 313
rightMouthWide, 313
rigid body dynamics, 775–778, 955
Roll, fur, 822
Root Fade, 457
Rotate
animation layers, 305
lips, 316
locking, 74
polySurface, 193
rail surfaces, 137
Soft Selection, 168
Rotate Plane solver (RPsolver), 250, 377–380
Rotate X, sunDirection, 512
Rotate Y, 10, 73
Rotate Z, Channel Box, 19, 152
rotation, animation, 303
Roughness, 545
RPsolver. See Rotate Plane solver
rubber bands, 851
rubber shader, bump texture, 559–560
Runge Kutta, 778
runtime, 794

S
Safe Action, 55
Safe Title, 55
Safe Viewing Volume, 91
Sample Density, strokes, 209
Sample Lock option, 680
Samples
mental ray, 479
Reflection Parameters, 555
Sampling
Polygon Output Options, 198
Tesselation Method, 197
sampling, 676–678
Sampling Mode, 678
Sanchez, Chris, 103, 211
Sat Rand, 439
Saturation, Shading, 442
Scale
animation layers, 305
Global Illumination, 490
Grid Snapping, 149
hulls, 114, 121
nCloth, 752
polySurface, 193
Render Settings, 490
Soft Selection, 168
Scale Accumulation, Layer Accumulation, 303
Scale Attributes, 688
scale, Global Illumination, 487
Scale Keys, keyframes, 273–274
sculpt, hair, 834–837
Scatter Depth, 619
Scatter Radius, 614, 619
Scatter Weight, 619
<scene>, 664
scenes, 1
  file references, 42
  keyframes, 20
  lighting, 472
  materials, 25
Scene Passes, 652
  AO, 650, 652
  Passes tab, 645
  Raw Shadow, 659
  render passes, 645
<scene><camera>, 663
Scraggle Correlation, 822
Scraggle, fur, 822
Screen, blend mode, 636
Screen Composite, SS shader, 618
Screen Space Width, strokes, 432
Script Editor, 72, 930
  Batch Render, 668
  colors, 915
  MEL, 907–912
  vertices, 310
Sculpt Geometry
  Artisan Brush, 224
  Polygon, 315
Sculpt Parameters, Artisan Brush, 225
Seal Holes, 764
seams
  fur, 801
  surfaces, NURBS, 102
  trim edges, 122–123
Search Envelope, Target Meshes, 604–605
search feature, Outliner, 16–17
Second Term, Attribute Editor, 382
Secondary Diffuse Bounces, FG, 502
Secondary Diffuse Scale, FG, 502
Secondary Effects, AO, 653
Segments, tubes, 442
Select, 168
  Convert Selection, 180
  Convert Selection To Faces, 582
  Convert Selection To UVs, 580
  Selection Style, 179
Select Camera, 54
select, MEL, 909
Selected Channel Box Attributes, Publish
  Attribute Options, 39
Selected Objects, Layers, 300
Selection Style, Select tool, 179
Self Collide
  Collision, 706
  hair collisions, 840
Self Collide Width Scale, 701
Self Shadow, 890
Set Camera Background Color, 464
Set Current As Squash, 410
Set Current Assets, Assets, 39
Set Driven Key
  driven objects, 284
  expressions, 10
  keyframes, 326
  Load Driver, 325
  rigging, 383
  Translate Z, 284
setAttr, 910
Setting Quality Preset to Preview, FG, 85
-s<float>, 671
SGI, 666
shaders. See also specific shader types
displacement maps, 654
exposure, 567–569
groups, 25
materials, 528
mental ray, 527–572, 950–951
networks, Hypershade Work Area, 30
nodes, Hypershade, 23–31
render layers, 634–636
render passes, 643
right-clicking, 25
smoke, 796
strokes, 456–457
tubes, 456–457
Shader Glow, 457, 458, 887
shaderGlow1, 25, 504
Shading
  Attribute Editor, 456
  Saturation, 442
  Value, 442
  X-Ray Joints, 362
Shading Groups, Hypershade Work Area, 24
Shadow Diffusion, 455
Shadow Effects, 454–455, 457
Shadow Map Format, Detail Shadow
  Map, 480
Shadow Map Overrides, mental ray, 479–481
shadow maps. See depth map shadows
Shadow Rays, Ray Trace Shadow
  Attributes, 482
Shadow Transparency, 455
shadow-casting lights, 949
shadows
  AO, 471, 483, 649
  cast, 454
    lighting, 471–482
    depth map, 474–481
    mental ray, 471–482
    ray trace, 481–482
Shadows, Enable Detail Shadow Map, 480
shadowShader, Attribute Editor, 638
Shake
  assets, 70
  cameras, 65–68
Create Render Node, 65
Film Offset, 65
Hypershade, 66
keyframes, 65
shotCamShape1, 67
Textures, 66
Shake Enabled, 65
Shake Overscan, 70
shape nodes, 2, 15, 939
  brush node, 427
  myCubeShape, 5
  parenting, 14
SHAPES, Channel Box, 405, 445
Shapes, Display, 14
Shave and a Haircut, 826
Shift+click, Outliner, 13
Shiny U, DGS, 539
Shiny V, DGS, 539
shirt, 856–863
  buttons, 862–863
  constraints, 858–859
  Move, 859
shotCam1, 54, 464
  cameras, 63
shotCamShape1, Shake, 67
Show Manipulator, 54, 62
Show Or Hide The Attribute Editor, 21
Show, Outliner, 16
Show Subdivisions, Smooth Mesh Preview, 166
Shutter Closed, 87, 88
Shutter Open, 87, 88
Silver Hammer Design and Construction, 484
Simple Tessellation, 154–155
Single Chain solver, 250
Single Object, .obj, 311
Skeleton
  Animation, 250
  IK Handle, 250
  Joint Tool, 242, 361
skeleton
  broken-joints, 391
  geometry, 360
  joints, 240
  skinning, 360
SketchUp, Google, 484
Skin, Go To Bind Pose, 390
skin weights
  Component Editor, 401
copying, 401–402
mirroring, 402
Paint Skin Weights, 396–400
skinning
  geometry, 240, 360, 389–402, 947
  IK Handle, 390
  joints, 360
  method, 391
  muscles, 412–414
  skeleton, 360
-sl, list command, 243
sliding weights, 414
Smart Bake, 778
Smear, brushes, 431
smile, 312, 315
 smoke, 796–799, 956
  Emission Attributes, 798
  fluids, 874, 899
  playblasts, 798
  shaders, 796
smooth mesh polygons, 164–166, 217, 942
  nCloth, 857–858
Smooth Mesh Preview, 166
Snap, Edit, 271
Snap Enable, 251
Snap Keys, Keys, 260
Soft Modification, 189–190
Soft Select
  lips, 315
  mouth, 314
  Move, 190, 213
Object, 170
  Select tool, 168
  vertices, 213
Soft Selection, 167–168
Softness, 460
  brushes, 432
  Detail Shadow Map, 481
  mental ray, 479
solidRubber, nCloth, 770
Solo, Layer Editor, 302
Solver Attributes, 688
Solver Display, Collision Thickness, 698
Solver Enable, 251
sourceimages, 34
sourceimages/cache, 597
Space Scale, 688
sparks, flames, 896–898
Sparse Curve Bake, 778
Special Effects
  Filter, 613
  Glow Intensity, 504
Specular
  Illumination, 453
  pass
    contribution map, 657
    Create New Render Pass, 657
Specular Parameters, car paint materials, 554
specular reflection, 530
Speed
  Color Input, 897
  Opacity Scale Input, 897
sphere
  clusters, 345
cube, 750
Spin Edge Backwards, Edit Mesh, 229
spin, polygon edges, 229–230
Spiral, 447–448
Spiral Decay, 448
Spiral Max, 448
Spiral Min, 448
Splines
IK Handle, 384–389
Tangents, 268
Split Polygon, 228–229
spread, Rays, 651
Sprite Attributes, 911
sprites, 906–907
image sequence, 919–921
nParticle, 908
squash deformers, 349–350
SS shader, 618
Stacked Curve, Graph Editor, 280
Stamp Density, strokes, 432
Standard Bump, 654
Start Angle, twist deformer, 350
Start Curve Attract, 833
Start Frame, Time Attributes, 783
Start Sweep, makeNurbsSphere, 19
Start Tubes, 433–434
Static Cling, hair collisions, 840
Static Friction, 777
Static Grid, 880
Stepped tangent, Graph Editor, 264
stereoscopic cameras, 90–92, 941
Stickiness
Artisan Brush, 764
cellLeftCloth, 757
Channel Box, 758
collision, 700
hair, 839
nCloth, 757–758
nConstraint, 758–760
texture maps, 765
Sticky, 250, 251, 757–758
stickyCell, 762
Stiffness, 828, 841
Stiffness Scale, 832
Stretch, 863, 957
strokes
animation, 449–453, 948
Behavior, 445–448
behaviors, 948
curves, 206–209, 442–445
glue, 462–463
Outliner, 207
Paint Effects, 424–427, 948
Pressure Mappings, 449
Pressure Scale, 449
Sample Density, 209
Screen Space Width, 432
shaders, 456–457
Stamp Density, 432
texture, 458–460
Uniform Force and Gravity, 447
Stroke, Reflection, 315
Stroke Time, 456
Stroke Type, Mesh, 460
strokeAstroturf1, Attribute Editor, 426
studioCam, 631, 632
studioLight, AOShadow, 638
studioLighting, 630, 637
Sub Clumping, 851
Sub Segments, 843
subCurve, Channel Box, 129
subdivision surfaces, 232–237, 943
Subdivisions, Approximation Editor, 609
Subdivisions Width, Attribute Editor, 22
Substeps, Nucleus, 720
subsurface scattering
realism, 614
texture maps, 614–622
Subsurface Scattering Layers, 619–620
Subsurface Specularity, 621–622
Sun Direction, Physical Sun and Sky, 514
Sun Disk Intensity, Physical Sun and Sky, 514
Sun Disk Scale, Physical Sun and Sky, 514
Sun Glow Intensity, Physical Sun and Sky, 514
Sun, Physical Sun and Sky, 514
sunDirection, 512, 514
Surface
Falloff Mode, 168, 314
Hypershade, 24
Surface Degree, Linear, 113
Surface Tension, Liquid Simulation, 708

Surfaces
   Bevel Plus, 197
   Extrude, 215
   Loft, 121, 143
   NURBS, 100
   Revolve, 212

surfaces. See also specific surface types
   fluids, 878–881
   groups, 133
   hair, 834–837
   loft, hulls, 122
   muscles, naming, 407
   nonmanifold, 162
   nonplanar, 160
   nParticle, 691–693
      edges, 113
      intersecting, 117–118
      loft, 112–117
      hulls, 114
      trim, 118–119
   planar, 160
   seams, NURBS, 102
   Sticky, 757–758

Swirl, 881
swivel camera rigging, 71–76
swivelCam, 72–76
swivelCam_aim, 74
swivelCamRig, 72–76
system requirements, 961–963

T

tablet, Paint Effects, 424
Tabs
   Hypershade, 25
      Revert To Default Tabs, 25
tangent space maps, 601
Tangent Strength, 760

Tangents, 270
   Clamped, 269
   Graph Editor, 264, 268–272
   Spline, 268
Target Meshes, Search Envelope, 604–605
targets, Blend Shape, 53, 332–333
   deformers, 321–322
   Move, 314
   muscles, 313
   point order, 310
   vertices, 310

TDs. See technical directors
Tearable Surface, nConstraint, 774
technical directors (TDs), 34
Temperature, 871
   Dynamic Grid, 880
temperature
   Incandescence, 882
   Opacity, 882
Temperature Scale, 881
tesselation, 675–676
Tessellation Method, Sampling, 197
Tessellation Factor, 777
Tetrahedra, Mesh Method, 711
Text Color Offset, 458
Text Color Scale, 458, 460
texture
   AO, Out Color, 639
   bump, 559–560, 654–655
displacement, 460
fluids, 885–886
fractal, 65
grid, 28–29
Illumination, 461
links, 634
maps, 573–623, 952
color, 819–820
fur, 804
NURBS surfaces, 623
Stickiness, 765
subsurface scattering, 614–622
UV texture coordinates, 573–598
nodes, Hypershade, 30
nParticle, 712–718
strokes, 458–460
Tube 2D, 459
Tube 3D, 459
Texture Emission Attributes, 717
Texture Flow, 452
Texture Type, 442, 458
Textures, Shake, 66
Texturing, Map Color, 442, 458
Thick Cloud, nParticle, 886
thickGlass, 562
thinGlass, 562
ThinLine, brushes, 431
3D Cast, 455
3D fluid containers, 877–878
voxels, 878
3D Glasses, 92
3D objects
deformers, 946
NURBS, 422
Paint Effects, 422–424, 947–948
three-node cameras, 59
Threshold, Physical Light shader, 520
.tif, 597
.tiff, 596
Time Attributes, 783
Time Clip, 452
Time Contrast, 89
Time Range, Time Slider, 294
Time Samples, 89
Time Scale, 688
time slider, 66, 294
timeline
keyframes, 260–261
nCloth, 753
Tip Ambient Color, 821
Tip Curl, 811
Tip Fade, 457
Tip Opacity, fur, 822
Tip Width, fur, 822
To Edges, Convert Selection, 180
Tolerance, Mirror Cut, 182
tone maps, 522–524, 567–569, 648
Tool Options, 168, 342
toon lines, Visor, 468
toon outlines, wireframes, 467
Toon Shading, 464–468
Fill, 464–466
Outline, 466–467
Paint Effects, 468, 949
wireframes, 467
topology, polygons, 230
Tracing, FG, 507
Trans Limit Y Min and Max, 324
Trans Limit Z Min and Max, 324
Transfer In, 605
Transfer Maps, 601, 608
transforms
costants
edges, 858
nCloth, 858–859
nodes, 2, 939
child, 12
DAG, 15
myCube, 5
parenting, 12
Transformation Tools, 273
Translate
Auto Keyframe, 263
Channel Box, 241
clusters, 341
Connection Editor, 8
Translate X
Blend Shape, 325, 327
Channel Box, 19, 326
Connection Editor, 8
distToCam, 80
mouthWide, 326
Translate Y
Channel Box, 290
Connection Editor, 8
distToCam, 80
expressions, 290
keyframes, 257
weighted tangents, 272
Translate Z
Connection Editor, 8
Post-Infinity, 286
Pre-Infinity, 286
Set Driven Key, 284
Translucence, 453, 614
Translucence Depth, 614
Translucence Focus, 614
Translucency, MIA, 563–564
Transparency, 457
Alpha Gain, 105
Incandescence, 456
Transplant, hair, 837
Traverse, Importons, 493
Tree Wind, 451
triangle controls, mouth, 327
Triangle filter, 680
Trim Edge, 120–121
trim edges, seams, 122–123
trim, NURBS surfaces, 118–119
edges, 120–123
Trim tool, 118–119
troubleshooting, 962
tubes
Creation, 433
Displacement Delay, 447
Paint Effects, 433–434
reversed, 434
Segments, 442
shaders, 456–457
Tube 2D, 459
Tube 3D, 459
Tube Completion, 442
Tube Direction, 434–435
Tube Shading, 456
Tubes Per Step, 433
Tubes Rand, 433
Tumble, 56
Turbulence
Attenuation, 744
hair, 838
Paint Effects, 451
tweak mode, Move, 172
Twice, Playback Speed, 258
Twist
brushes, 432
Forward Twist, 442
twist deformers, 350–351
2D fluid containers, 870–871
2D Offset, 455
2D Pan/Zoom tool, 55
2D Textures, Hypershade, 29
two-node cameras, 59
U
coordinates, NURBS, 100
U Distance, 853
U Parameter, 853
umbra, 482
Unfold, UV Texture Editor, 583–586
Uniform Force and Gravity, strokes, 447
Uniform forces, 742
uniform parameterization, 98
Unify Tangents, Keys, 271
Update Camera Connections, Physical Sun and Sky, 514
Upgrade Shader, Attribute Editor, 643
Use Auto Focus, 478
Use Background, Physical Sun and Sky, 514
Use Defaults, 32
Use Gradient Normals, 711
Use Local Settings, AO, 651, 652
Use Maya Common Settings, 604
Use Mid Dist, 477, 478
Use Optimized Textures, Preferences, 598
Use Radius Quality Control, FG, 507
Use Ray Trace Shadows, Quality, 481–482
Use Shadow Map Camera, 480
Utilities
  Favorites, 382
  Hypershade Work Area, 24
UV Lattice, 592–593
UV layout, 574
  human readable, 575–576
UV sets, 597
UV shells, 580–582, 594–596
UV Smooth, 585
UV Smudge, 592–593
UV Snapshot, Polygons, 595
UV Space, Transfer In, 605
UV texture coordinates, 952
  animation, 597
  flipping, 591
  fur, 801–802, 811–814
  hair, 596, 835
  keyframes, 597
  maps, 576, 596
  mirroring, 589–592
  NURBS, 29, 574
  polygon faces, 578
  texture maps, 573–598
  transferring, 597
UV Texture Editor, 576, 715
  navigation, 579
  Polygons, 581, 595
  Relax, 585
  Unfold, 583–586

V

V coordinates, NURBS, 100
Val Rand, 439
Value, Shading, 442
Velocity Draw, Display, 882
Velocity, fluids, 871, 881–883
<Version>, 664–665
Vertical shake, 66
vertices. See also control vertices
  Blend Shape deformers, 333
  Blend Shape targets, 310
  clusters, 343
  color-coding, 315
  constraints, 859
  edge loops, 174
  Falloff Radius, 168
  joints, 390
  Move, 159, 171
  nCloth, 859
  nConstraint, 759
  NURBS, 310
  polygons, 158–160
  Script Editor, 310
  Soft Select, 213
View menu, image planes, 105
viewport, 24, 54, 479
  High Quality Rendering, 585
  UV texture coordinate maps, 576
virtual filmmaking, cameras, 49–93
visibility
  capsules, 407
  Channel Box, 17, 18
  Hypergraph, 38
  image planes, 107, 114
  joints, 362
  render layers, 629
  Trim tool, 119
Visible In Reflections, 855
Visible In Refractions, 855
Visor
  FBIK, 389
  fluids, 877
  General Editors, 420, 468
  Paint Effects, 419
toon lines, 468
Volume Axis Curve, 731–736
  CV, 731
Volume Emitter Attributes, 690, 728, 780
volume emitters, 690
Volume, Falloff Mode, 168
Volume Speed Attributes, 781
Volume Tracking Model, 764
Vortex, 745
voxels, 681
  3D fluid containers, 878

W
wakes, ponds, 869
Ward material, 545
wave deformers, 347–349
Wave Height, 901
Wave Peaking, 901
Wave Turbulence, 901
Weight, layers, 300
weight, sliding, 414
weighted tangents, 272–273
wideNarrow, Attribute Editor, 324
wideNarrowCtrl, 323, 324
Wiggle, 447
Wiggle Offset, 450
Wind Direction, 688
Wind Field Generation, 720
Wind Noise, 688
wind, Nucleus, 688, 718–720
Wind Shadow Distance and Diffusion, 720
Wind Speed, 688
Windows, command-line renders, 670–672
Wireframe On Shaded, 141

wireframes
  bone, 240
  Connection Editor, 9
  nCloth, 753
  nParticle, 696
  toon outlines, 467
  Toon Shading, 467
Work Area, Hypershade, 24, 627
  Choose Graph Network, 27
  coneShader, 27
  navigation, 29
  shader networks, 30
workflows, 2
  render passes, 642
World Displacement, 451
World Force, 451
World Space, Transfer In, 605
Worldspace, 691
Wrinkle, 863, 957

X
x, mental ray, 552
-x<int>, 671
X-Ray Joints, Shading, 362

Z
Z depth, 666
Z translation, 83
ZBrush, 231
  displacement maps, 609, 612
  fur, 810
  UV texture maps, 574, 575
Zero Key, Layer Editor, 302
Zero Parallax, 91